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Introduction
Despite increasing use in the literature of old age,
'frailty' remains an ill-defined term. The components of
frailty have not been sufficiently defined to be used to
identify a research population or a group requiring a
public health intervention. It is currently too indefinite
a state to be used to identify particular needs in an
individual, indeed being 'too frail' may be used to
justify investigative and therapeutic nihilism. However,
we contend that, properly defined, with the major
contributing factors to frailty teased out, it is a useful
concept and is the essential component of that
important condition of old age—unstable disability.

Frailty and disability
The investigation, treatment and care of elderly people
who are both frail and disabled constitutes much of the
work of geriatric assessment units but, despite the
frequency with which frailty and disability coexist, they
are quite separate concepts. Disability indicates loss of
function. Frailty indicates instability and risk of loss, or
further loss, of function. Disability may arise from a
single catastrophic event such as a stroke or traumatic
amputation in an otherwise robust individual. After
recovery minor, day-to-day fluctuations in function
occur [1]: a person with arthritis may perform less well
in the cold weather, a person with a stroke may have
more spasticity if in pain. Nevertheless, overall func-
tion is constant, the disability is stable and the patient
may otherwise be in good health.

Unstable disability occurs when function fluctuates
markedly with minor external events. Small precipi-
tants, such as a change in drug therapy, cold weather or

an attack of bronchitis, produce such a deterioration in
performance that independence is threatened. Frailty,
as we shall define it, is the root cause of unstable
disability and an appropriate focus for prevention,
rehabilitation and public health programmes in old age.

Frailty
Frailty is best regarded as 'a condition or syndrome
which results from a multi-system reduction in reserve
capacity to the extent that a number of physiological
systems are close to, or past, the threshold of
symptomatic clinical failure. As a consequence the
frail person is at increased risk of disability and death
from minor external stresses'.

This is consistent with the international classification
of impairments, disabilities and handicaps model of
single impairment resulting in stable disability [2]. In
old age frequent multiple impairments, or frailty, result
in unstable disability.

This definition incorporates some previous concepts
of frailty: loss of reserve, feebleness and vulnerability
[3], the importance of'small additional deficits' [4], the
'margin of safety' [5] and the presence of abnormalities
of physiological function without overt disease neces-
sarily being present [6]. It also incorporates the failure
of homeostasis concept in the broad sense used by
those who work with older people, rather than in
Claude Bernard's original sense applying specifically to
the milieu interieur.

Existing measurements of frailty

Three types of measurement have been used, but each
has difficulties.
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Table I. Characteristics of the key components of frailty

1. Enable interaction with environment
2. Influenced by the interaction with environment
3. Essential for adjustment to stress and damage
4. Clinical breakdown may be precipitated by minor physical and psychosocial stresses
5. Impairment may be identified prior to clinical manifestation
6. Impairment may be corrected
7. Components are interdependent

Physical performance measures, such as timed walks
and chair stands [7], objectively assess function and the
capacity of the person to interact with the environ-
ment and are useful in predicting disability [8] and
death [9]. But they are 'black box' measures which do
not give therapeutic direction. Also, impairment may
be due to single pathology such as traumatic amputa-
tion in an otherwise robust individual.

Measurement of function in multiple different
physiological systems is limited because it is difficult
to derive a comprehensive score. Also, different
systems have varying importance in tasks of indepen-
dent survival.

Frailty may also be identified by a particular clinical
consequence such as frequent falls, incontinence or
confusion [10]. There are common risk factors for
these conditions [11], "which could be regarded as
markers of frailty. However, a frail elderly person may
be at risk of these problems without yet having fallen or
become confused, so they are not sufficiently sensitive
to identify a frail population.

Key components of frailty

We have defined frailty as a loss of the person's
capability to withstand minor environmental stresses.
The interaction of the individual with the environment
is central to this concept of frailty. External or
environmental stresses precipitate breakdown in a
frail person, but these external stresses are also
essential for the maintenance of the individual's
function [12]. Interventions to improve this capability

require the identification of those capacities which are
essential for interaction with the environment, can be
measured and have the potential for improvement. We
suggest that the essential reserve capacities for
interaction with the environment are:
(i) musculoskeletal function;
(ii) aerobic capacity;
(iii) cognitive and integrative neurological function;
(iv) nutritional reserve.
The characteristics of these key components of frailty
are given in Table 1. These capacities are commonly
reduced by disease, illness and age [13], are predictors
of loss of function and death [14-16], and can be
modified by intervention programmes [17-24].

Diminished reserves in other physiological func-
tions, such as renal function, are also risk factors for
mortality and alert the clinician to the need for special
care in an individual. We have only included in our
model those capacities which are necessary for and
maintained by interaction with the environment and
which present evidence indicates would be most
important in public health programmes of identifica-
tion and intervention.

Measurement
By using a combination of the more specific physical
performance measures and other quantitative assess-
ments [25-28] an overall score can be derived and
areas of compromised reserve identified (Table 2). The
methods of measurement in Table 2 are a mix of those
in which performance is assessed against a population

Table 2. Measures of the components of frailty

Component

Musculoskeletal function

Aerobic capacity

Cognitive/integrative neurological

Nutritional state

Measurement

Grip strength
Chair stand (Guralnic et aL, 1994) [25]
Sub-maximal treadmill
6 min walk (Guyatt et aL, 1985) [26]
Mini-Mental State Examination (Folstein etal., 1975) [27]
Static balance test (Guralnic et aL, 1994) [25]
Body mass index
Arm muscle area (Campbell et aL, 1990) [28]
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norm (grip strength) and those which measure reserve
capacity directly (treadmill test). Direct measures of
reserve capacity are more appropriate to the model of
frailty proposed.

Clinical usefulness of the syndrome of
frailty

As much as is possible, medical practice is based on a
full understanding of pathophysiology and knowledge
of the patient's underlying disorders, but lack of that
knowledge does not preclude intervention.

We contend that the four key components of frailty
require evaluation and intervention while underlying
causes are sought and should be treated even if all
underlying causes are not identified. In frail elderly
people, just treating cause is insufficient. As well as
carbimazole and radioactive iodine, the thyrotoxic
elderly -woman may require an exercise programme to
restore muscle bulk and strength and aerobic capacity,
nutritional supplements to regain lost weight, and
calcium and bisphosphonates to compensate for bone
loss.

The use of these four components facilitates:
(i) early and active identification of elderly people at

risk of unstable disability;
(ii) attention to underemphasized areas such as

nutritional state, strength of the lower limb
muscles and balance;

(iii) a comprehensive evaluation so that the interac-
tive, compounding aspects of frailty are identified;

(iv) use of neglected, non-pharmacological interven-
tions such as exercise programmes, dietary
supplementation and contact with social clubs.

Measurement of individual aspects of frailty such as
nutritional state [28] or cognitive function [29] are
useful prognostically; a composite measure may be
more so. Identifying the frailty syndrome more
accurately may also enable us to determine better
those elderly people who will benefit most from
geriatric assessment and evaluation units -where the
expertise to deal with both the acute precipitating
event and the underlying components of frailty are
readily available.

Preventive programmes have been directed at
components of frailty—in particular, physical activity
programmes to improve musculoskeletal function
[30]. We suggest that a public health approach, in
which a raft of measures is directed against the
components of frailty in a population of elderly
people, is the next step in community preventive
programmes.

Research use

The increase in heterogeneity with age makes research
findings more difficult to generalize. Knowledge of the
frailty of the sample, using standardized measures of

the components of frailty should allow better descrip-
tion of the sample, matching of controls and identifi-
cation of subjects for particular studies. This may be
of particular use in drug evaluations where adverse
effects are likely to be more common in frail individuals
[6].

Recommendations for research

Important research questions follow from this concept
of frailty and unstable disability. By measuring the
suggested four components of frailty can we more
consistently and accurately identify a group of elderly
people at risk of unstable disability? Having identified a
group of frail elderly people by these measures, does a
public health preventive programme addressing defi-
cits in these areas decrease subsequent disability?

We recommend empirical research which demon-
strates the syndrome, refines diagnostic criteria,
elucidates practical methods of measurement of key
physiological capacities and determines how much a
formal diagnosis of frailty benefits patient care.

Key points
• Frailty is a syndrome of multi-system reduction in

physiological capacity as a result of which an older
person's function may be severely compromised by
minor environmental challenges, giving rise to the
condition of 'unstable disability'.

• Frailty can be diagnosed clinically by measuring
four key capacities required for successful interac-
tion with the environment: musculoskeletal func-
tion, aerobic capacity, cognitive and integrative
neurological function and nutritional state.

• Defining and measuring frailty helps identify an
at-risk elderly population who may benefit from
public health and individual health maintenance
programmes.
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